FEEDING MEDINA COUNTY
BENEFIT CORVETTE SHOW
Rain or Shine, Sunday JULY 21, 2019
Mill Stream Park Valley City, Ohio
Registration opens at 9:30 am. Closes at 10:30 am.
$20.00 for all shows $10.00 for Funkhana
Separate registration for Funkhana after show reg. see second page for Funkhana instructions
COFFEE & DONUTS IN AM / CONSESSION STAND OPEN LUNCH

DIRECTIONS TO SHOW – FROM THE NORTH TAKE I-71 SOUTH TO ST. RT. 303 W. FOLLOW TO MAPLE ST. PARK IS AT THE END OF THE STREET. FROM THE SOUTH TAKE I-71 NORTH & FOLLOW ABOVE. FROM EAST & WEST TAKE I-480, I-90 OR ST.RT. 303 & FOLLOW ABOVE DIRECTIONS.

MEDINA GOVERNOR    RICH BROOKS  330-321-8881
SHOW CHAIRPERSON    KATIE BALL
SHOW CHAIRPERSON    MARCI STEINKE
SHOW CHAIRPERSON    STACY OZANICH
SHOW CHAIRPERSON    DEBBIE BROOKS  330-321-8882
SHOW CHAIRPERSON    BILL AMBUTER
FUNKHANA CHAIR    DORIS BROSEK
FUNKHANA CHAIR    RICH BROOKS
REGIONAL COMPETITION DIRECTOR    AL FLANHOFER

FUNKHANA INSTRUCTIONS NEXT PAGE
FUNKHANA INSTRUCTIONS

1. A DRIVER & NAVIGATOR ARE REQUIRED
2. A HELMET IS REQUIRED FOR BOTH DRIVER & NAVIGATOR
3. CORVETTE AUTOMOBILE IS REQUIRED
4. VEHICLE MUST PASS TECH INSPECTION & BE MARKED ACCORDINGLY
5. REMOVE ALL LOOSE ARTICLES FROM THE CAR
6. TEAMS MAY BE CLASSED AS MALE/MALE, MALE/MALE & MALE/MALE
7. YOU MAY ONLY COMPETE IN ONE DIVISION
8. EACH ENTRY WILL BE GIVEN TWO ATTEMPTS AT COURSE ONLY THE LOWEST
   SCORE OF THE TWO RUNS WILL COUNT
9. TIMING WILL BE DONE BY THREE STOP WATCHES SLOWEST & FASTEST TIME WILL BE
   DISCARDED THE MIDDLE TIME WILL BE RECORDED
10. HITTING A CONE OR GOING OFF COURSE WILL BE A 3 SECOND PENALTY
11. FAILURE TO STOP ON COMAND BY SAFETY WORKER IS A DNF
12. SEAT BELTS MUST BE USED AT ALL TIMES
13. CLOSED TOE SHOES, NO SANDALS
14. THERE WILL BE 2 AWARDS PER CLASS.
15. EXTRA HELMETS WILL BE AVAILABLE IF YOU HAVE A NEED